S·RACK

CABLING RACKS

SOIMER

Inspiring Racks for you

High quality racks designed and manufactured in Europe
conform IEC 60297, IEC 60529, IEC 61587-1 and ISO 9001.
Static load rating: 920kg

www.soimer.com

SOIMER TELECOMUNICACIONS SLU
Inspiring Racks for You
SOIMER TELECOMUNICACIONS SLU has been designing, manufacturing
and distributing 19” rack cabinets for servers, cabling and housing for over
19 years. Furthermore, we provide IT furniture equipped with an extensive
range of accessories and configurations that are designed for a 24/7 working
environment.
All SOIMER products can be customized, adapting to the work environment,
either in Data Centers or Control Rooms.
SOIMER distributes all units and accessories prepared for the perfect operation
in communications, networking, housing, structured cabling, audiovisual
technology, telephony, etc...
Our manufacturing with advanced technology and accumulated “know-how”
allow SOIMER the privilege of being a fast productive organization, without
errors, being extremely flexible and adaptable to the demands of the market
and specialised productions.
Each piece manufactured is guaranteed under strict quality controls ensuring
compliance with the strictest environmental regulations. The optimization of
performance and productivity under regulations guarantee the quality and
efficiency of Soimer Telecomunicacions SLU brand.

S·RACK
19” CABLING RACKS

Heavy Duty

Vast availability Cable Management
of accessories
to ensure proper
structuring of the
wiring.

Static load capacity up to 920kg,
guaranteeing stable and safe
installation of your equipment.

Modularity

Designed specifically
to control the air
flow that occurs
inside the rack.

Air flow Control
Security

Modular capabilities
of S·RACK enable the
possibility to expand the
set to your requirements,
as well as the application
of different market
solutions.

S·RACK is designed to equip multiple
security systems for access, blocking and
control of the environment.
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S·RACK
19” CABLING RACKS

S·RACK CABLING

19” RACKS FOR STRUCTURED
CABLING
S·RACK CABLING offers a great
capacity to house and protect high
density cabling.
The easy access for all types of
cabling offered by S·RACK CABLING,
facilitates the cabling and routing
functions inside it.
High availability of accessories
to ensure proper cabling
management, it make S·RACK
CABLING, the perfect rack for high
density cabling.
Static load capacity : 920kg

S·RACK CABLING

19” RACKS FOR STRUCTURED CABLING
S · RACK CABLING is designed to be completely modular
and configurable.
It allows to configure double modules and share the
vertical cabling channel between them, using the
300mm model.
The doors allow the configuration of DIN Right or DIN
Left without changing any additional element.
High availability of accessories to ensure proper cabling
management, it make S · RACK CABLING, the perfect
rack for high density cabling.
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S·RACK
19” CABLING RACKS
VERTICAL CABLE TRAY, It allows the
way of the cabling from the top to the
bottom of the rack. 250mm wide.

FRONTAL VENTED DOOR, with
2-point safety lock. 80% drilling
to improve the natural ventilation
of the racks.
BOTTOM CABLING ACCESS,
cabling access from the bottom
of the rack is practically free,
thanks to the openings available.

TOP CABLING ACCESS, Through
openings with brushes and angles of
curvature for the protection of the cables
at the top of the rack, we facilitate access
to the inside of the rack of the external
cabling.

SIDE PANELS, Easy assembly it
includes 2 safety locks.
FEET AND WHEELS KIT, The rack is
equipped with wheels to facilitate
the movement through the room,
and feet for the definitive fixation
on footprint.
FRONTAL CABLE TRAY, It allows the conduction of
high density cabling from the top to the bottom of the
rack. 150mm wide. Includes covers with clip closure.
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S·RACK
DIMENSIONS

S-RACK

Standards

CABLING

Management System ISO: ISO 9001:2015
According to standard 19”: IEC 60 297 / UNE 20 539

ALL
MODELS

IP30 protection according to standards: IEC 60 529 / UNE 20 324
Load capacity according to standard: IEC 61 587-1 / UNE EN 61 587-1

1600

2045 / 2245

800

800

37.5

1970 / 2170

961 / 1161

2000 / 2200

1600
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800

961 / 1161

1035 / 1235

800
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SOIMER

Inspiring Racks for you

P.I. Les Gavarres · Innovació 16, Bloc, Nau 8
08711 Ódena · Barcelona · Spain
+34 93 806 86 61 · www.soimer.com · soimer@soimer.com

